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Judge orders Quicken, Justice  
Department to try to settle lawsuit

A judge in Michigan has ordered the Justice 

Department and Quicken Loans attempt a 

settlement in a years-old lawsuit in which the 

federal government accused the mortgage 

lending company of fraud.
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But critics object to the idea of taking from one 
veterans benefit to pay for another.

The VA home loan program offers veterans the 
ability to fold closing costs into the amount of a 
loan and not to have to provide a down payment 
or pay mortgage insurance. Many veterans and 
active-duty service members use the program to 
buy a subsequent home if the military requires 
them to move.

“All of the veterans that would be receiving 
the medical benefits are at this point in the later 
stages of life, and when you think about who’s 
getting hit with these increased mortgage costs, 
frankly the ones that are going to be hit the 
hardest would be younger veterans trying to buy 
their first homes,” said Dan Fichtler, the direc-
tor of housing finance policy at the Mortgage 
Bankers Association.

Veterans groups, many of which have been 
pushing the VA for decades to extend health care 
coverage for the 90,000 Navy Vietnam War vet-
erans, agree that diverting funds from the home 
loan program is not the best way to pay for the 
medical benefits. However, those groups by and 
large support the legislation.

“They say that veterans have to have an offset, 
meaning you take something away from another 
veteran in order to compensate and treat a vet-
eran who is deserving of it,” said Rick Weidman, 
the executive director for policy and government 
affairs at the Vietnam Veterans of America. 
“That’s bull, but they had no problem passing 
a trillion-dollar tax cut for the rich people and 
corporations with no offset.”

Wallace said Vietnam veterans deserve appro-
priate medical care, but it would be unfair to put 
the burden of the cost on younger veterans trying 
to get a mortgage.

“With the enormous budget that the Unit-
ed States government has, aren’t there other 
avenues to fund the medical costs outside of the 
mortgage industry and the g-fees?” he said.

The issue is further complicated by a court 
case decided in January in the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the Federal Circuit that would 
effectively require the VA to provide disability 
compensation to cover health care costs for 
70,000 of the Blue Water Navy veterans, with-
out affecting the mortgage program.

The VA has until May 1 to decide whether or 
not it will appeal the case to the Supreme Court, 
which could overturn the lower court’s decision.

If the VA decides to let the case stand and pro-
vide coverage for the 70,000 veterans, a member 
of Congress would likely introduce new legislation 
to cover just the remaining 20,000, said Weid-

Origination

Congress pits VA mortgage costs 
against veterans’ health care

By Hannah Lang

The mortgage industry is stepping up its fight against a bill that 
would raise the Department of Veterans Affairs’ mortgage fees 
to cover medical costs for Vietnam vets.

The mortgage industry is stepping up its fight 
against legislation that would raise the Depart-
ment of Veterans Affairs’ mortgage fees in order 
to fund health care for Vietnam War veterans 
affected by Agent Orange.

The Blue Water Navy Vietnam Veterans Act 
would hike the VA’s mortgage “guarantee fees” 
to cover medical costs of roughly 90,000 Navy 
veterans who served in Vietnam’s territorial 
seas between 1962 and 1975 and suffer from 
diseases connected to the U.S. military’s for-
est-clearing herbicide.

But mortgage lenders charge that a negative 
repercussion of caring for older veterans could 
be pricing younger veterans out of the housing 
market, including those trying to buy a first home 
or get zero-down-payment financing for a second 
home as a result of having to move.

If the bill “goes through as written in the House 
... and gets passed that way, you’ll get to a point 

where nobody will use a VA loan,” said Ed Wal-
lace, the executive director of the Community 
Mortgage Lenders of America.

The biggest hike in guarantee fees would be 
for veterans looking to buy a subsequent home. 
The g-fees for first-time users of the VA mortgage 
program would increase 11% to 240 basis points, 
but for non-first-time borrowers, the fees would 
rise 15% to 380 basis points.

The bill unanimously passed the House last 
year but stalled in the Senate after two senators 
objected to its cost and claimed there was not 
sufficient evidence to connect Agent Orange ex-
posure with certain diseases. The chemical weap-
on has been linked to certain cancers, diabetes 
and Parkinson’s disease, among other conditions.

The bill was swiftly reintroduced in the House 
at the beginning of this year and people familiar 
with the proposal say it is expected to get a vote 
and draw bipartisan support.
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man. This would result in a lower price tag but 
would still raise overall costs if the VA home loan 
program is used as an offset.

“How many veterans are covered will factor di-
rectly into how much money 
is needed,” said Fichtler.

Weidman said veterans 
would prefer that Congress 
pass a bill to provide the 
benefits no matter the 
direction the VA decides to 
take with the court case.

“We want it done by 
Memorial Day,” he said. “It’s 
gotten to the point where 
we’re no more Mr. Nice Guy.”

Although he disagrees with 
using the mortgage program 
as a funding mechanism, 
Weidman said he doesn’t 
believe the Blue Water Navy 
Vietnam Veterans Act would 
make VA mortgages too 
expensive to use.

“We don’t agree with 
what they’re doing, but ac-
tually, I don’t think it would 
prevent anybody from 
buying a mega-mortgage,” 
he said. “Everyone who is 
theoretically affected by 
the bill is not going to file a 
claim. You know they’re not, 
and many of these people 
are already dead. The lon-
ger they delay, the more will 
have died.”

Still, Wallace and others 
maintain that the legisla-
tion could turn veterans 
needing to buy a home 
away from the VA program.

Rob Zimmer, head of ex-
ternal communications for 
the Community Mortgage 
Lenders of America and a 
veteran who has used the 
VA mortgage program him-
self, said higher fees to fund 
medical benefits “seems 
wrong on a couple counts.”

“It’s especially trou-
bling because it can signal 
policymakers in town that 
something is wrong with 
this program, otherwise why 
would it be so expensive?” 
he said.

If the Blue Water Navy Vietnam Veterans Act 
is successful, it could open the door to using 
mortgage costs to pay for other programs in 
the future, Fichtler said.

“This was not the first time even in recent 
history where we have seen proposals out 
there to use the housing market to pay for 
other things,” he said. NMN

Origination
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Secondary

and Mel Watt, its director at the time, “acted to 
circumvent the congressionally mandated cap of 
$600,000 on CEO compensation,” the inspector 
general report on Freddie said.

The agency contested the conclusions of 
both reports.

“The decision to have the positions of CEO and 
president at each enterprise held by different 
individuals, whose compensation is set differently 
depending on their positions, did not — and does 
not — violate the CEO pay cap … and is consis-
tent with other requirements of the enterprise 
charter acts and the Safety and Soundness Act,” 
the FHFA’s Robert Fishman, deputy director of 
the division of conservatorship, and Bob Ryan, 
special adviser to the office of the director, wrote 
in the agency’s common response to the reports.

While at Fannie the split is permanent, Freddie 
president’s position was specifically created for 
the transition period and is being eliminated 
once Layton leaves the company, the FHFA said 
in its written response to the reports.

Regarding Fannie, the inspector general 
recommended that the FHFA “re-assess the 
appropriateness of the annual compensation 
award of $3.6 million to the Fannie Mae presi-
dent” and “establish a process for maintaining 
and monitoring sensitive conservator requests in 
its tracking system.”

The FHFA disagreed with the first recommen-
dation and agreed to the second, the inspector 
general report on Fannie said.

In the case of Freddie, the inspector general 
called on the regulator to reassess Brickman’s 
compensation as Freddie’s president, which the 
FHFA declined to do. 

Freddie disputed the criticism about its suc-
cession plan.

“Simply put, the facts do not support the con-
clusions summarized in the report,” a spokesman 
said. “Freddie Mac created the position of presi-
dent to ensure a seamless transition to the role of 
CEO. The president was recently selected as CEO 
and will begin on July 1 with a salary of $600,000.” 

As a result of the report, two members of the 
Senate Banking Committee have introduced 
bipartisan legislation to enforce the salary caps, 

Sens. Elizabeth Warren, D-Mass., and Thom 
Tillis, R-N.C., have introduced the Respect the 
Caps Act, which would explicitly bar Fannie and 
Freddie from transferring or delegating any duty 
or responsibility to the chief executive to any 
other position. It would also allow for the Federal 
Housing Finance Agency director’s removal if it 
approves compensation greater than the cap of 
$600,000 a year. NMN

FHFA allowed GSEs to circumvent 
salary cap: inspector general

By Brad Finkelstein and Neil Haggerty

The FHFA, by allowing Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to split the CEO 
and president positions, let the companies dodge a congressionally 
mandated cap on executive salaries, the regulator’s IG said.

The Federal Housing Finance Agency cir-
cumvented its own controls when it allowed the 
government-sponsored enterprises to pay top 
executives more in annual salary than a cap set 
by Congress, the agency’s inspector general said 
in two recent reports.

The matter involves the succession plans 
the GSEs developed for their CEOs, Timothy 
Mayopoulos at Fannie Mae and Donald Layton 
at Freddie Mac, after both executives announced 
last year they were stepping down.

Those plans split the roles of CEO and pres-
ident at both companies. The president jobs 
were not covered by a CEO compensation cap of 
$600,000 passed by Congress in November 2015.

Fannie promoted David Benson, its CFO, to the 
president’s job when Mayopoulos announced his 
departure. His current compensation is $3.6 mil-
lion, according to the inspector general report on 
Fannie. Originally it was $3.5 million, but Benson 
received a raise after seven weeks on the job.

Hugh Frater was named Fannie’s CEO on 
March 27 after holding the title on an interim 
basis following Mayopoulos’ departure. He is 
subject to the cap.

Yet “by authorizing Fannie Mae to fill the po-
sitions of CEO and president with two separate 
individuals and transfer substantial responsibil-
ities from the CEO and president to the presi-
dent position, FHFA permitted Fannie Mae to 
compensate its president at a level more than 
five times greater than the statutory cap,” the 
inspector general report said.

Meanwhile, in September, Freddie promoted 
David Brickman to president and on March 21, 
said he would succeed Layton starting July 1. As 
president, Brickman is receiving $3.25 million in 
compensation, according to the inspector gen-
eral report on Freddie. But his salary becomes 
subject to the cap once he becomes CEO.

By allowing Freddie to create the president’s 
job (originally to be called deputy CEO), the FHFA 
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tions by financing new mortgages, some of which 
have gone to wealthy borrowers.

So far, Deutsche has received $1.5 billion in credit 
for new mortgage originations. These loans — 
ostensibly made for consumer relief purposes — do 
not need to have any connection to the borrowers 
who were harmed a decade ago. The homebuyer 
merely has to reside in one of 18 U.S. states in which 
more than half of the nation’s population lives in 
order for Deutsche to receive credit.

Critics of Deutsche Bank say that many dis-
tressed homeowners would be able to stay in 
their homes if their monthly payments were lower 
or their loan principal were reduced and that the 
bank is doing nothing to help them.

“The thing that was most needed is the thing 
that they seem to be walking away from,” said 
Kevin Stein, deputy director of the California 
Reinvestment Coalition.

The Department of Justice, which did not 
respond to requests for comment, claimed in 2017 
that its settlement with Deutsche would provide 
$4.1 billion in consumer relief. But the agreement is 
now expected to provide no assistance to home-
owners who are struggling to pay their mortgages.

The bank’s about-face serves as a fitting coda 
to President Obama’s foreclosure prevention 
efforts, which failed to stem the sharp nationwide 
increase in vacant homes. It also illustrates how 
one particular Obama-era program was creative-
ly repurposed by lawyers, who found a way to give 
banks settlement credit for funding new mortgag-
es that likely would have been made anyway.

‘Deutsche’s conduct was among the worst’
On the eve of the financial crisis, Deutsche 

Bank was the world’s third-largest issuer of res-
idential mortgage-backed securities. The bank 
later admitted that it knew the U.S. housing mar-
ket was on the verge of collapse even while it was 
injecting tens of billions of dollars into the sector.

Deutsche’s list of confessed misdeeds was 
long. The bank knowingly misrepresented to 
investors that mortgages had been reviewed to 
ensure borrowers’ ability to repay them. It inten-
tionally securitized loans that were originated 
based on fraudulent appraisals. And it knowingly 
disregarded evidence that significant numbers of 
loans would not comply with the bank’s repre-
sentations to investors.

The bank’s motive was simple: There was a 
lot of money to be made as long as the housing 
boom continued. In 2006, a supervisor in Deut-
sche’s due diligence department predicted that 
the mortgage machine would keep whirring until 
rising defaults began affecting profits.

Where even loans to the rich help 
Deutsche under DOJ deal

Source: Settlement monitor reports (States shaded blue) 

How $4B in aid to distressed 
homeowners evaporated

By Kevin Wack

Deutsche Bank agreed to modify loans to struggling U.S. borrowers as 
part of a 2017 settlement. Instead, it’s receiving credit for financing new 
mortgages that likely would have been made anyway.

In the waning days of the Obama administra-
tion, Deutsche Bank made a series of unusually 
frank admissions in a U.S. court filing.

The German bank acknowledged that during the 
housing boom it made intentionally false represen-
tations to buyers of its mortgage-backed securities, 
concealing the actual risks from purchasers of the 
bonds. It lied, for example, about borrowers’ credit 
scores. It also lied about the amount of equity that 
borrowers held in their homes.

Banks typically do not fess up to deliberate 
wrongdoing, and when they do, their language 
is usually more equivocal than it was here. So 
the Department of Justice, which extracted the 
confession, took credit.

“Our settlement today makes clear that institu-
tions like Deutsche Bank cannot evade responsi-
bility for the great cost exacted by their conduct,” 
Attorney General Loretta Lynch said in a January 
2017 press release.

The Justice Department also said that the $1.77 
trillion-asset bank had agreed to pay $7.2 billion, 
more than half of which would come in the form 
of aid to consumers who were harmed by its 
misconduct.

“Specifically, Deutsche Bank will provide loan 
modifications, including loan forgiveness and for-
bearance, to distressed and underwater home-
owners throughout the country,” the DOJ’s press 
release stated.

But that claim, like many statements that 
Deutsche made to mortgage bond investors a 
decade earlier, proved to be false.

The multibillion-dollar settlement did not actu-
ally require Deutsche to offer any loan modifica-
tions; they were merely one option on a menu of 
choices available to the bank. And after initially 
pledging to provide modifications, Deutsche 
Bank recently backed out of that plan, saying 
that it would instead fulfill its settlement obliga-
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“I can say very clearly that Deutsche’s conduct 
was among the worst,” said a former federal 
prosecutor with direct knowledge of the case. “We 
took the view that their conduct was pretty egre-
gious. They had to be held accountable for it.”

The Justice Department investigated the 
mortgage securitization practices of numerous 
big banks in the wake of the financial crisis, and 
subsequent negotiations led to settlements with 
varying punishments. During the Obama admin-
istration, they typically included a mix of fines 
and so-called consumer relief, which gave the 
banks monetary credit for taking steps to help 
homeowners.

Since President Trump took office, banks ac-
cused of bad conduct before the financial crisis 
have not had to provide any redress to consumers 
at all. Mortgage bond settlements reached last 
year with Barclays Capital, HSBC, Nomura, Royal 
Bank of Scotland and Wells Fargo did not include 
consumer relief provisions.

In the Deutsche case, negotiations heated up 
in 2016. That September, the bank confirmed 
that the Justice Department was seeking a $14 
billion settlement, while also stating that it had 
no intention to resolve the claims for anywhere 
that amount.

The German lender was facing pressure to resolve 
the matter quickly, as market concerns swirled 
about its ability to absorb a massive settlement. 
But a couple of subsequent developments appear 
to have weakened the DOJ’s hand. First, Donald 
Trump was elected president, which seemed to por-
tend that more industry-friendly officials would soon 
be installed at the Justice Department.

Second, the settlement talks raised the uncom-
fortable possibility that a large penalty could 
wipe out most of the bank’s capital cushion. In 
September 2016, Deutsche’s market capitaliza-
tion was around $18 billion.

German Chancellor Angela Merkel’s govern-
ment denied that state aid was a possibility, but 
the bank’s precarious financial condition gave 
her administration a stake in the outcome of the 
U.S. talks.

On Dec. 23, Deutsche announced that it had 
reached a settlement in principle with the Justice 
Department, which included a $3.1 billion civil 
money penalty and $4.1 billion in consumer relief. 
“The consumer relief is expected to be primarily in 
the form of loan modifications and other assis-
tance to homeowners and borrowers, and other 
similar initiatives to be determined,” the bank 
stated.

In earlier settlements, the Justice Department 
had allowed banks to get some credit for origi-

nating new mortgages, but it had also established 
minimum thresholds for loan modifications.

For example, JPMorgan Chase was required 
under a 2013 settlement to obtain at least $2 
billion in credit for modifications that included 
either principal write-downs or forbearance. 
The following year, a DOJ settlement with Bank 
of America established a $2.15 billion minimum 
for modifications that provided first-lien princi-
pal reductions.

By contrast, the Deutsche Bank settlement 
included no minimum requirement for loan modifi-
cations. If the bank so chose, it could fulfill all of its 
purported consumer relief obligations by financing 
new loans to any homebuyer in California, Florida 
and other states designated as hardest-hit areas.

‘Things did not need to be this bad’
Even before he took office as president, Barack 

Obama was feeling political pressure to provide 
substantial aid to borrowers who were on the 
verge of losing their homes. The law that autho-
rized a $700 billion bank bailout — passed just a 
month before Election Day — had not earmarked 
any money for homeowners.

Within weeks of Obama’s inauguration, the 
Treasury Department set aside $75 billion in bailout 
funds to encourage loan servicers to modify dis-
tressed borrowers’ mortgages. The plan was touted 
as a way to help 3 million to 4 million at-risk home-
owners by reducing their monthly payments.

“By making these investments in foreclosure 
prevention today,” Obama said in a speech 
announcing his plan, “we will save ourselves the 
costs of foreclosure tomorrow.”

But Treasury proved unable to get the money 
out the door quickly. One year later, only 169,000 
loan modifications had been finalized, which was 
fewer than the number of homeowners who were 
receiving foreclosure notices each month.

“Things did not need to be this bad,” Julia Gor-
don, a Washington-based housing advocate, testi-
fied in 2010. “If the Bush administration had moved 
quickly back in 2007, or if the Obama administra-
tion and Congress had acted more forcefully in 
early 2009, we could have significantly limited the 
breadth and depth of the foreclosure crisis.”

In February 2010, the Obama White House 
tried another approach, allocating $1.5 billion 
to state housing finance agencies in California, 
Florida, Arizona, Nevada and Michigan. The 
Hardest Hit Fund later grew to $9.6 billion, as 13 
more states plus the District of Columbia became 
eligible to receive money.

The program was meant to encourage 
state-level experimentation in foreclosure pre-

vention, but it’s been plagued by episodes of mis-
management. A government watchdog in 2016 
and 2017 identified $11 million in wasteful and 
unnecessary spending that included a Mercedes 
Benz lease, employee parties, free parking for 
employees and gym memberships. 

“Ultimately every misused dollar is one less dol-
lar for homeowners,” Christy Goldsmith Romero, 
the special inspector general for the Troubled 
Asset Relief Program, testified at a May 2018 
congressional hearing.

The Hardest Hit Fund had been created to 
provide funding to states that suffered large 
home price declines and high unemployment 
rates. But eventually the “hardest hit” designation 
was seized upon by lawyers who were negotiating 
multibillion-dollar settlements between banks 
and the federal government.

The settlements enabled banks to earn credit 
for making new mortgage loans to borrowers in 
hardest-hit places, regardless of the particular 
borrowers’ economic circumstances. Under the 
early agreements, eligible loans were restrict-
ed to specific distressed census tracts, and the 
amount of credit that banks could get for those 
loans was capped.

But then came the Deutsche Bank settlement. 
Under that agreement, in order to be eligible 
for hardest-hit credit, new loans did not have 
to be targeted to specific census tracts. So new 
loans to borrowers in posh parts of San Fran-
cisco, Palo Alto and Santa Monica were eligible 
for credit — since California was one of the 18 
states designated by the federal government as 
hardest hit. The same was true for pricey sub-
urbs such as Wilmette, Ill., Short Hills, N.J., and 
Lake Oswego, Ore.

Wealthy borrowers with high-priced mortgag-
es were also eligible. Last year Deutsche sought 
credit under the settlement for loans as large as 
$982,000. The borrowers reported as much as 
$500,000 in annual income.

After the settlement was reached, Deutsche 
took preliminary steps toward providing loan 
modifications. The bank, which has virtually no 
direct involvement in the U.S. mortgage servicing 
industry, entered into financing arrangements 
with two loan servicers.

But then the bank reversed course, informing 
the lawyer who is charged with monitoring its 
compliance with the settlement that it planned 
to satisfy its entire $4.1 billion obligation by 
financing the origination of new mortgages. 
Under the settlement, Deutsche gets credit of 
$10,000 to $11,500 for each eligible mortgage 
that it finances. NMN
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Technology

other fintech competitors,” he said. “I think the 
biggest is to emphasize the fact the credit union 
is local and in the community. It is real people 
helping real people.”

The fintechs of the world do have slick tech-
nology, Mislansky continued, but he questioned 
if they have the people to support the promises 
made in their commercials.

“Credit unions have loyalty from their members 
that the fintechs would love to have,” he said.

But it’s not just fintechs. In some instances, 
said one observer, CUs may be held back by the 
technology in their own shops.

Amy Moser, VP of mortgage services for $8.2 
billion-asset Mountain America Credit Union in 
Sandy, Utah, noted most CUs have loan origina-
tion systems that allow them to do more than their 
home-grown or paper-intensive “relics of the past.”

“However, there is still a gap in the technology 
credit unions are currently using and the tech-
nology that is required to move to a fully digital 
mortgage,” she said. “The LOS is a great start, but 
we can’t forget the technology that is needed to 
ingest, fulfill, close and deliver a digital mortgage.”

Bem Rempe, chief operating officer at Lender-
Close, said while most credit unions have access 
to the technology they need to compete, they 
may not be taking the steps necessary to inte-
grate that technology into their process.

LenderClose is a Des Moines, Iowa-based 
fintech that digitizes the lending process for 
community financial institutions.

Rempe said too many CUs have a desire to, or 
cultural preference for, maintaining the status 
quo. “After all, if it the process isn’t broken, why 
fix it?” he said ironically, adding LenderClose 
often hears financial institutions say “This is how 
we’ve always done it” or “There’s nothing wrong 
with the process.”

Those types of objections to evolution can 
“stifle” credit unions from achieving the level of 
growth and borrower experience potential they 
are otherwise fully capable of, Rempe asserted. 
He said this change-resistant attitude fundamen-
tally denies today’s shift in borrower expecta-
tions and the “competitive complexity” of today’s 
real estate lending marketplace.

“While consumers may prefer, for the time 
being, to get a mortgage or HELOC from their 
primary financial institution, that preference is 
eroding,” Rempe warned.

“Just as consumers are now comfortable letting 
PayPal move money in and out of their accounts, 
they are just becoming increasingly comfortable 
allowing Rocket Mortgage, Zillow, LendingTree 
and other digital natives access to their most 
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Credit unions increasing mortgage share

Fintech alone won’t be enough 
to boost CU mortgage volumes

By Michael Bartlett

There’s plenty credit unions can do to compete with the likes of Quicken 
Loans’ Rocket Mortgage, but sources cautioned more than technology 
will be needed to boost the bottom line.

How can credit unions, especially small institu-
tions, compete with Quicken Loans’ Rocket Mort-
gage “Push button, get mortgage” campaign? 
They can’t — and, sources said, they shouldn’t try.

“Getting the right home loan is not as easy as 
pushing a button,” declared Tim Mislansky, pres-
ident of My CU Mortgage, a credit union service 
organization wholly owned by $4.4 billion-asset 
Wright-Patt Credit Union, Beavercreek, Ohio. “It 
is a complex process with lots of people involved. 
While technology can ease the process, credit 
unions can win in the market by helping mem-
bers through it. A mortgage is often a member’s 
most significant financial decision and members 
only get one every few years at most. They need 
trusted guidance.”

And that, sources said, is where CUs can 
compete with — and even beat — the fintechs of 
the world: by focusing on their status as a trusted 

neighbor and community partner that can pro-
vide quality service. But with fintech competition 
heating up as analyst predict an oncoming eco-
nomic slowdown and credit union growth slowing 
in some areas, some in the industry are exam-
ining how CUs can close the technology gap in 
order to keep pace with the competition.

According to CUNA Mutual Group, just 2.5% 
of credit union members have a mortgage with 
their CU, and while real estate loan balances rose 
by 8.1% last year, that was the slowest pace since 
2014. First mortgages at CUs only grew by 7.5% 
last year compared to 11.3% in 2017.

Mislansky acknowledged credit unions do not 
have the budgets or the venture capital to devel-
op technology as larger institutions or fintechs 
do, but he insisted they can keep up.

“Credit unions have a number of options, large 
and small, to compete with Rocket Mortgage and 
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Mortgage lenders hitting speed bumps in their 
rush to adopt artificial intelligence
By Elina Tarkazikis

valuable personal and financial data to secure a 
loan faster or in a more seamless way.”

Moser said MACU is not focused on compet-
ing with Rocket Mortgage or the other fintech 
competitors in the mortgage ecosystem. Instead, 
it is concentrating on ways it can make it easier 
for members to do business with the credit union 
and establish long-term banking relationships.

“Our members want to apply for a mortgage 
online, sign and send documents digitally, and 
have a painless mortgage experience,” she 
assessed. “When we combine a digital mort-
gage experience and our unique mix of mort-
gage products and then couple it with the other 
financial services that we offer, we do not have 
to focus on the competition — we can focus on 
refining our processes and products.”

Part of how MACU has refined its mortgage 
product over time, she said, has been to take the 
process piece by piece.

“The best way to close the gap is to assess 
where your technology currently is and then map 
out a plan,” counseled Moser.

Mountain America started at the end of the 

mortgage process, with e-closings. Moser said 
once the credit union mastered that, it moved 
on to on another area. “While there are many 
excellent vendors and options available to move 
into the digital space, the key is aligning with a 
vendor that can help you reach your digital mort-
gage goals while simultaneously improving upon 
the member experience, and creating efficiencies 
and velocity with the mortgage process.”

Rempe and Mislansky emphasized the impor-
tance of finding the right vendor or CUSO partner. 
Credit unions, in particular, said Rempe, will want 
to look for innovators that share their people-cen-
tric philosophies and who view collaboration as 
more than a way to scale for financial gain.

“CUSO innovators, for instance, understand 
that scaling is not about the oppression of com-
petitors, it’s about bringing the most good to 
the most people most quickly,” he said. “That is 
a key differentiator for the fintech startups born 
within the credit union movement, and also of 
the digitally transforming legacy CUSOs that are 
doing a great job evolving their own technology 
for today’s environment.”

Mislansky cautioned that while vendors and 
other partners can help small and midsize insti-
tutions get access to technologies they might 
not otherwise be able to afford, that in and of 
itself is not a complete solution. “Credit unions 
that invest in technology or partner to obtain it 
need to realize having the coolest web or mobile 
application only goes so far,” he said.

“If the front-end member experience is great, 
but the back office processes behind the scenes 
are clunky, the member will feel it. So credit 
unions should think through the life of the loan 
origination, considering not only the application, 
but how documents are delivered, whether elec-
tronic signatures are accepted and that back 
office processes are automated.”

While the technology CUs need is already out 
there, Rempe cautioned that CUs must “look at 
innovation from the member lens, not from a 
technology lens. 

“The biggest mistake credit unions make 
today is trying to follow the hot new trend or tech 
without understanding if it is going to solve a real 
member problem,” he said. NMN

The mortgage industry is eager to adopt digi-
tal strategies like artificial intelligence to stream-
line processes, but they are finding it difficult to 
extend through the full lifecycle of the loan.

While on one hand mortgage lenders are ex-
tracting rich, comprehensive data, many are then 
just converting the information into a PDF and 
shipping it off, explained Blend product manager 
Grace Qi at the recent Mortgage Bankers Associ-
ation Technology Conference in Dallas.

More than two-thirds of surveyed attendees at 
the MBA conference believe the digital mortgage 
is already possible, but actually implementing 
the technology is a different story.

Origination volume has been down and costs 
per loan are rising, forcing companies to get 
creative and determine how to not only craft a 
simpler process, but also remain profitable.

Vendors nevertheless believe they can sell 
innovative technologies this year.

“The industry at large is absolutely in the place 
of disruption; 2019 is going to be one of the most 
important years in the innovation phase,” said 

Brent Chandler, FormFree’s founder and CEO.
The following formula can help institutions 

reach a successful technology implementation: 
identify a problem, determine whether they have 
the necessary data to settle the issue and then 
decide which machine learning model to use, 
according to David Frost, director of commercial 
mortgage servicing technology at Wells Fargo.

As companies take tech steps forward, they 
can’t lean on one overall model or particular 
application to solve for all of its issues. While 
one tool may be responsible for extracting data, 
another is likely required to facilitate it through 
another piece of the mortgage value chain.

Businesses looking to build a better overall 
process could actually benefit from taking a 
step back and assessing their digital foundation. 
While a tool like optical character recognition 
(which converts images of words to machine-en-
coded text) is not the end point in an environ-
ment where machine learning exists, companies 
shouldn’t necessarily skip to the finish line, said 
mortgage industry executive Brian Fitzpatrick.

“I think that everybody thinks they have to im-
mediately go to the end state of machine learning 
or AI, before they’ve exhausted the use of those 
other evolutionary technologies,” said Fitzpatrick.

“OCR is a starting point,” he explained. “In the 
machine learning world, all it’s doing is taking the 
data of the document, we just have no idea what 
the data means. And that’s where the machine 
learning algorithms come in — where the algo-
rithms are essentially creating context of that data 
that’s why machine learning is really an evolution of 
technology, as is AI; it’s the ‘what’ versus the ‘how.’”

When drilling down use cases for machine 
learning and AI, companies should focus on 
data-related applications. While these tech 
resources can better streamline the human judg-
ment piece of the process, it will always require 
the involvement of people to some extent.

“Human judgment is not going to go away, 
whereas machine learning hasn’t really scratched 
the surface is on the other 90-plus percent of 
the process, which is actually very manually and 
repetitive, and very ripe for this,” said Qi.NMN

Technology
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Compliance & Regulation

initial steps to freeze enforcement actions, halt 
staffing and conduct a full review of the agency’s 
operations, among other things. He also brought 
on roughly a dozen of political appointees to 
help run the bureau.

Kraninger said the agency will continue to use 
enforcement as a tool when appropriate.

“Enforcement is an essential tool that Congress 
gave the bureau [and] there will always be bad 
actors who don’t comply with the law,” she said. 
“I am committed to ensuring that enforcement 
investigations proceed carefully and purposefully.”

And she said that there is “not a goal” to re-
duce the CFPB’s staffing, but that there are also 
aren’t plans to increase staffing.

Kraninger also addressed a number of 
rulemakings and her approach to make the 
rule-writing process transparent.

“I don’t believe anyone benefits from rules that 
are rushed out the door,” she said.

Specifically, she said the agency plans to re-
lease proposed rules to implement the Fair Debt 
Collection Practices Act “in the coming weeks.”

Kraninger said she hopes the proposed rules 
will better address how modern communications 
are utilized in debt collection activities.

“The proposed rules also would protect con-
sumers with clear bright line limits on the number 
of calls they will receive from debt collectors on a 
weekly basis,” she said.

She added that the agency will propose that 
collectors provide consumers with “more and 
better information at the outset of collection” to 
help them identify their debts and understand 
their options.

Kraninger said those options will include “their 
rights in disputing debts and paying them.”

The CFPB will also embark on a symposium 
series over the next few years, Kraninger said. 
She said the first topic that the symposium will 
address will be clarifying the meaning of “abu-
sive” in the 2010 Dodd-Frank Act. The law added 
the term to the longstanding prohibition against 
“unfair” and “deceptive” activities.

“Whereas unfairness and deception doctrines 
have been substantially developed under the 
Federal Trade Commission Act, abusiveness 
does not have the same record,” she said. “Some 
clarification particularly with regard to reason-
ableness standards may be useful.”

The CFPB has drawn much political theater 
since it was created after Dodd-Frank, with Dem-
ocrats pushing for the agency to be a strong cop 
on the beat and Republicans arguing it has gone 
overboard in its enforcement of the financial 
services industry. NMN

Kraninger outlines her vision 
for a revamped CFPB

By Neil Haggerty

In her first policy speech since being confirmed as the agency’s director, 
Kathy Kraninger promised less focus on enforcement actions and more 
emphasis on consumer education.

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
should be focused on preventing consumer harm 
rather than merely handing fines against compa-
nies, Director Kathy Kraninger said.

In her first policy speech since taking the helm 
of the agency in December, Kraninger sig-
naled a continued shift in emphasis away from 
enforcement actions under Trump-appointed 
leadership. She said the agency should not view 
“outputs,” such as money returned to consumers 
or the volume of enforcement actions, as mea-
sures of its success.

“All too often agencies tend to judge them-
selves by their outputs,” Kraninger said at an 
event hosted by the Bipartisan Policy Center, 
which followed a three-month listening tour 
with stakeholders. “For example, how many 
complaints did they handle … how much mon-
ey did they recover.

“If we succeed in fostering a culture of com-
pliance and preventing harm, we would expect 
the number of complaints and the number of 
meritorious complaints to decline.”

Along the lines of focusing more on prevention 
and education, Kraninger said the CFPB will soon 
be launching a “savings boot camp,” which will 
include a series of videos to educate consumers.

“Tackling emergency savings is a logical place 
to start,” Kraninger said. “The goal is to move 
the needle on the number of Americans in this 
country who can cover a financial shock like a 
$400 emergency.”

Kraninger succeeded former acting Director 
Mick Mulvaney and has been the focus of criticism 
by consumer advocates who say she plans to con-
tinue Mulvaney’s efforts to rein in the agency.

Mulvaney, who also ran the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget, where Kraninger worked, took 
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GSE capital rule 
expected this 
summer: FHFA
By Hannah Lang

relationship lending

The Federal Housing Finance Agency is plan-
ning to finalize its proposed capital require-
ments for the government-sponsored enterpris-
es this summer, according to acting Director 
Joseph Otting.

“Clearly we’re working on the capital model 
at the FHFA,” Otting said, speaking at an event 
at George Mason University’s law school.

“We hope by late July, middle of August to 
have the capital rule completed. That will be 
an integral part of that, because then it will 
determine how much capital they have to 
have to operate independently.”

Under former FHFA Director Mel Watt, the 
agency released a proposed risk-based capital 
framework and minimum leverage ratio require-
ments in June that would only go into effect if 
the mortgage giants Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac were to be released from conservatorship.

Although the plan remains hypothetical 
while Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac remain 
stewards of the government, stakeholders have 
been active in commenting on the two capital 
proposals, and some have even called for a 
higher level of required capital than the agency 
suggested, as well as changes to risk factors to 
protect the enterprises in a downturn.

Otting’s comments on the capital frame-
work came the same day that President Trump 
signed a memo directing the Treasury De-
partment and the Department of Housing and 
Urban Development to develop GSE reform 
plans, with the goal of ending conservatorship.

“That put a strong stake in the ground that 
the administration believes that they should 
exit conservatorship,” Otting said. “And then 
it’s like, OK, you’re not debating whether you’re 
going to do that — it’s how do you do that?”

The FHFA’s capital framework will be an “in-
tegral part” of a reform plan, Otting said.

“And then it’s how do you raise that capital?” 
he said. “You can do it through retained earn-
ings, but there’s probably going to have to be 
an alternative source of capital that’s brought 
into those entities.”

According to reports, Otting told FHFA staff 
in January that the amount of capital Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac would need is “probably 
somewhere, based upon their business models 
today,” in the range of about $150 billion to 
$200 billion. NMN
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Reaching for growth, 
nonbanks look to  
break new ground

Lending against single-family home construction is an area where depositories have 
traditionally faced little competition. That’s starting to change

By Bonnie Sinnock

Nonbanks, beneficiaries of a post-crisis capture of mortgage lending 
market share, have seen momentum ebb in the face of sluggish exist-
ing-home sales.

With new single-family home inventory a bright spot in the consumer real 
estate market, lending against the construction of new homes offers one of 
the few ways to expand.

It’s an area nonbanks have traditionally ceded to depositories because of 
the latter’s advantages in risk management and capital access. Now, that 
situation is starting to change.

For nonbank lenders to gain traction in this part of the market, they will 
need more than just a real estate development tailwind to make it happen. 
Factors that will come into play range from those that any mortgage lender 
would be familiar with (think scale and liquidity here) to those with which 
many have little experience (think specialized underwriting, risk management 
and even marketing here).

To be sure, there is a strong tailwind. At 1.25 million in 2018, production of 
total, privately owned housing starts have more than doubled since hitting a 
post-crisis low in 2009, according to the Census Bureau. Single-family hous-
ing starts account for more than half of that total and also have grown.

And at a time when the supply of existing homes for sale remains 
tight (despite a one-month pop in February, the trend has consistently 
weak) an estimated 200,000-300,000 entry-level housing units would be 

needed annually to keep up with demand, according to Fannie Mae Chief 
Economist Doug Duncan.

“It’s the entry-level where there’s a real supply issue,” Duncan said. 
“From a purchase perspective, whatever the builders can build that’s 
affordable, will sell.”

Forays by some nonbanks show that it is possible for these lenders to 
compete, and initiatives by a handful of government agencies may soon 
provide more ways for would-be participants to overcome capital and 
liquidity challenges.

Key to how this all plays out, industry participants say, will be whether and 
how actively buyers of mortgages snap up loans that combine the traditional 
bridge- and mortgage-loan into a single transaction known as a one-time 
close, single-close or construction-to-perm loan.

GSF Mortgage Corp is a Midwest-based lender licensed in 33 states and 
Washington, D.C. It’s brought the single close loan to market out of necessi-
ty, said Chad Jampedro, the company’s president.

“In many of the markets that we’re serving right now, there is limited 
inventory. Also a lot of the inventory in the market is dated, and we have 
a new generation of homebuyers that is just not interested in rehabbing a 
property, or can’t get themselves to a place where they can rehab a prop-
erty,” he said.

“So we started bolting on the single-close construction product.” SA
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While inventory was the main driver of GSF’s 
decision to provide financing for consumers’ 
home construction, the availability of sin-
gle-close loans and higher loan-to-value ratio 
limits that allow consumers to make low down 
payments were as well. LTVs can be far above 
what borrowers expect. In the case of U.S. 
Department of Agriculture loans, for example, 
it’s 100%. It can go into the 90s for some of the 
other loans nonbanks sell to major investors, 
Jampedro said.

“While, with typical construction lending, you 
have a bridge loan that rolls into a permanent 
loan, a one-time close is a more efficient transac-
tion where the borrower is not carrying two house 
payments. That’s important because typically a 
first-time buyer in particular may have a difficult 
time managing cash-flow,” Jampedro said.

In addition to helping borrowers’ manage 
their cash-flow, the single-close loan also helps 
lenders offer what can be an attractive alter-
native to other types of lenders’ construction 
loan products.

“With a more modernized offering, a cred-
it union today, for example, might modify or 
convert the permanent loan for a small fee such 
as $500. But with a single-close loan, there is 
no conversion from the bridge loan to the perm 
loan one time. It’s one-time only. If something 
happens during the course of a build, it can be 
a challenge to get into the permanent loan. If 

you’re closing one time, you’re saying, ‘I don’t 
have to revisit this again.’ It eliminates the po-
tential that the loan will not be converted to a 
permanent one.”

But risks that something will go awry with 
construction, and lenders will be on the hook for 
it, do exist. GSF addresses these by monitoring 
its builder counterparties closely with regular 
reviews and communication.

“As a company we go through builder eli-
gibility. They must have a history of being a 
builder, paying their bills, and so on and so 
forth. They need to have agency eligibility, 
which requires, for example, that the borrower 
can do none of the work on the property, which 
makes sense to me.”

After initially working with various builders 
and other lenders as partners to introduce 
consumer construction lending, GSF eventually 
found it was a risk best controlled and ad-
dressed in-house, with some use of a third-party 
technology system to process builder draws 
on the construction portion of the loan, and 
recruitment of experienced construction lending 
professionals, Jampedro said.

Product evolution is headed in a direction 
that could be even easier for nonbanks to han-
dle in the future.

The USDA has tested and Fannie Mae has 
contemplated offering a single-close loan that 
can be sold into a securitization immediately 

during the construction period. But to date it ’s 
generally the lender that must hold the con-
struction loan until it converts into a perma-
nent loan.

“In the VA’s program, the FHA’s program and 
Fannie’s program, there is a construction phase 
with one particular payment due during con-
struction, and then you have a permanent phase 
where the house is completed, and the note is 
modified into the permanent loan. Because you 
can’t collect full principal and interest payments 
during the construction phase on those pro-
grams, they can’t be pooled and securitized until 
the house is completed and the note is modified 
to the permanent terms,” said Rudy Marquez, a 
managing director in the construction lending at 
GSF Mortgage.

“That’s where USDA’s program was unique 
and really interesting,” he said. “There has been 
some discussion from Fannie of taking that con-
cept and seeing if they could develop a similar 
program which would make the loan salable 
immediately.”

With this kind of momentum behind them, 
construction-to-perm loans have become the 
largest growing segment of GSF’s offerings in 
recent years. And with additional wholesale 
channel distribution the company is test mar-
keting as well as expansion in the correspondent 
channel, the company is expecting as much as 
50% year-over-year growth in 2019, according 
to Jampedro.

A wholesale option
Mortgage brokers are showing a lot of interest 

in one-time close construction-to-permanent 
loans, according to Jeff Leinan, executive vice 
president of national wholesale production at 
Plaza Home Mortgage.

“We’ve got a tremendous amount of people 
who have contacted us and are interested in 
originating the product,” said Leinan.

Plaza introduced the Fannie Mae product to 
its brokers in April, and is considering expanding 
into loans offered by other government agen-
cies down the road. Its correspondent unit also 
will buy construction-to-perm loans after their 
conversion to permanent financing.

Construction-to-perm loans remain one of 
the relatively few product segments with growth 
prospects, he said. Wholesalers are under 
increasing pressure to offer construction loans, 
but not every wholesaler wants to, he added. 
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“There is demand there, but many wholesale 
lenders are established today to build a scalable 
business and handle more of a generic product 
set,” said Leinan.

Plaza was able to enter the business be-
cause it had been active in lending used for 
rehabilitation or remodeling, and found that 
expertise was helpful in gearing up to manage 
loans through the construction process, said 
Tom Tough, a vice president in Plaza’s national 
renovation lending division.

“There are definitely risks and different types 
of management associated with both renova-
tion loans and new construction. It does take 
a certain amount of experience to understand 
what those additional risks are and manage 
them,” he said.

“A lot of wholesale lenders want to be able to 
originate a product they can immediately sell on 
the secondary market, and with these loans, you 
can’t necessarily do that right away. You have to 
manage through the construction project, and 
then sell.”

That’s why the notion of a construc-
tion-to-perm loan loans that could be immedi-
ately securitized could be a game-changer, were 
it ever to become more of a reality.

Wholesalers’ interest in construction-to-perm 
lending and its importance relative to renova-
tion lending also might vary by market if they 
are regional players, Leinan said.

A densely populated area with older housing 
stock more likely to need repair might have less 
demand for construction lending than areas 
with more available land and new housing.

“Areas that are growing like Florida, the West 
and more rural markets are where we see the 
demand for the construction-to-permanent 
loan,” said Leinan. “As it is real estate, demand is 
very specific to each local market.”

Laying the groundwork for factory-built homes
Even in markets where there is available land 

and financing, labor shortages and other factors 
make it challenging to build affordable, tradi-
tional homes fast enough to meet consumer 
demand or build mortgage volume.

To address this challenge, some lenders are 
financing construction loans in the manufac-
tured housing or modular home markets, where 
a confluence of improved structural quality, 
lower mortgage rates and the inventory speed 
are fueling growth.

A testament to construction lending’s impor-
tance in this context is a recent round of debt 
and equity financing private equity firm LL 
Funds recently provided to Tammac Holdings, 
a modular housing and manufactured housing 
lender in Pennsylvania.

Tammac is using the financing from its new 
majority owner to fund construction loans, and 
expects it will go a long way toward helping it 
expand its loan volume.

“We haven’t had the liquidity to offer con-
struction financing and that’s very important in 
our business,” Tammac President Jeff Poth said.

Because some borrowers tend to view 
construction financing as suggesting a higher 
price point, they may overlook the possibility 
of getting an affordable factory-built home 
installed on land titled as real property with 
construction financing.

It’s incumbent on the industry to help buyers 
understand that there are affordable options in 
this category of new home, said Laura Brandao, 
president of American Financial Resources.

Speaking on a recent web seminar hosted by 
National Mortgage News, Brandao said: “Peo-
ple always think, ‘Wow, I’m going to have to 
put down 30% or I’m going to have to actually 
have to write a check to a builder with a very 
large down payment in order for me to even 
hold that spot.’ There’s a lot of education that 
needs to happen.”

While construction lending in the factory-built 
market is specialized, traditional lenders willing 
to dedicate themselves to long-term can use it 
to build more small-loan volume, Jed Lowman, 
new construction division manager at mort-
gage brokerage ManufacturedHome.Loan, said 
during the same webinar.

“The process flow for both the LO, the loan 
originator, and the builder, is very, very similar,” 
Lowman said. “There are just a couple extra 
requirements for manufactured homes that you 
don’t have for site-built. You need a structural 
engineer to sign off on it, just those kinds of 
little things, but it’s not apples and oranges. The 
process is very similar.”

For others who want to get involved on a more 
experimental basis, a partnership approach is 
best, he said.

“There are really no half measures with these 
products. You’re either an expert or you aren’t 
and you’re either doing a lot of them, or it’s go-
ing to go very poorly,” Lowman said. NMN

How tax reform 
changed the 
market’s outlook
By Bonnie Sinnock

Tax reform leaves mortgage-related deduc-
tions far too low to help the average homeown-
er this tax season, in contrast to last year, when 
they slightly exceeded the standard deduction.

Mortgage interest and property tax deductions 
were $9,012 lower than the standard deduction 
for an average couple in 2018, a recent study 
by John Burns Real Estate Consulting finds. In 
2017, mortgage-related deductions exceeded the 
standard deduction by $345. The analysis uses 
a 1.5% property tax rate to calculate the annual 
interest and property tax paid. It also assumes 
the borrowers put 5% down on a median-priced 
home, and had an average mortgage rate.

On the surface, this suggests tax reform has 
taken away a homeownership incentive from the 
average U.S. couple; but a look further back at the 
period before tax reform went into effect shows the 
average borrower hasn’t benefited much from these 
mortgage-related deductions for several years.

While the average U.S. couple’s mortgage-re-
lated deductions exceeded the standard de-
duction for the 2017 tax year, they were $650 to 
$2,999 lower than the standard deduction each 
year between 2009 and 2016 due to a combi-
nation of tax policy, historically low rates and 
weaker housing market conditions.

“The takeaway here is that as standard deduc-
tions have risen and mortgage rates have fallen, 
there is less of an incentive to itemize, and the 
tax benefits of homeownership for the average 
person has fallen,” said Kate Seabaugh, manager 
of research for John Burns Real Estate Consulting. 
Under current tax rules and market conditions, in-
terest rates would have to average 8.4% or higher 
before mortgage-related deductions would exceed 
the standard deduction of $24,000 for the average 
U.S. couple with a home loan, Seabaugh said.

So long as rates remain lower, the most imme-
diate effect of lowering the limit for the MID to 
$750,000 from $1 million, and putting a $10,000 lim-
it on property tax deductions, could be a reduction 
in the tax-incentive to buy higher-cost homes. NMN
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In addition to income and employment fraud, 
there has been an increase in out-of-state in-
vestor loans, which have a higher risk of inflated 
values and undisclosed real estate, and higher 
reported fraud rates overall (140%). Between 
2013-2017, the number of out-of-state investor 
loan applications increased by 25% and now 
account for 20% of all investment applications.

Multilien fraud involves a borrower obtaining 
multiple concurrent equity loans on the same 
property. While these fraud attempts decreased 
in 2018, the anticipated rising interest rates and 
stronger home equity positions make this meth-
od likely to increase this year. Because the loans 
often total far more than the property is worth 
(the average loan size for this scheme is over 
$225,000), the entire loan amount may be a loss.

So what can lenders do to reduce their suscepti-
bility to fraud risk in 2019 and beyond? The solution 
requires more than adding tasks to the origination 
process. In fact, some of the controls put in place 
since the financial crisis to prevent repurchase risk 
and losses due to fraud may be limiting a lender’s 
ability to mitigate fraud effectively. Exhaustive due 
diligence on each application and overzealous au-
dits can add costs and time to the lending process 
but still fail if staff become numb to the volume of 
tasks or do not understand the objectives.

The steps to improving fraud defenses depend on 
a lender’s current practices. Those relying on inter-
net searches and underwriter identification of red 
flags are at risk of hidden labor costs and inconsis-
tent outcomes. Adopting an automated mortgage 
fraud tool brings thoroughness, consistency and 
transparency to resource use. It’s great if lenders 
are already using an automated mortgage fraud 
tool but they should review how it’s used to ensure 
it’s not adding unnecessary work to the process.

While home price gains are slowing, all signs 
still point to a strong economy, which may con-
tinue to squeeze buyers. At the same time, fewer 
loans in the marketplace are putting additional 
pressure on originators, possibly leading to riskier 
behaviors to maintain volumes. As technology 
makes committing fraud easier, lenders should 
be mindful of suspicious transactions like new 
employment with a large income increase, al-
ternative documentation, gift letters, and other 
down payment assets that cannot be verified by 
a trusted source. It’s critical for lenders to be in 
a position where they can recognize fraudulent 
loan applications quickly — and it is easier when 
they have the right tools at their disposal.

Bridget Berg is principal, fraud solutions 
strategy for CoreLogic.

Fraud risk is growing and lenders 
can’t be caught off guard

By Bridget Berg

Learning to understand the risk rather than adding steps to the 
mortgage application process is the way to mitigate fraud.

Continued demand and rising interest rates 
put constraints on the housing market in 2018, 
making it a difficult year for buyers trying to 
claim their spot in the housing market. These hot 
housing market conditions had an indirect effect 
on lenders, who saw the risk of mortgage appli-
cation fraud increase by 10% last year, according 
to CoreLogic.

While the rise in fraud was attributed to genu-
ine buyers trying to qualify for a mortgage (albeit 
with questionable verification sources), the trend 
is nonetheless worrying for the industry, which 
faces increasingly tight margins. As we make our 
way into 2019, what are the most common risks 
for lenders to consider? How can we, as an indus-
try, tackle this changing mortgage fraud land-
scape effectively? The answers lie not in adding 
more steps to the already lengthy underwriting 
process, but in understanding the risks associat-
ed with mortgage fraud and the options currently 
available to mitigate those risks.

The current estimate is one in 109 mortgage 
applications contain an element of fraud. One 
noted upward trend is income fraud risk — where 
borrowers misrepresent the source, continuance, 
amount or existence of income — which had the 
highest year-over-year increase at 22.1%.

Short employment tenure — less than one 
year — has been a tactic used in income fraud, 
as lenders cannot verify recent records of income 
through a legitimate source like the IRS. This 
trend has been amplified by technology, which 
makes it easier to purchase or create fraudulent 
documents. A simple search online can bring up 
websites that generate fake pay stubs and ser-
vices that will “confirm” income or employment to 
lenders. In May 2018, Fannie Mae released a “Mis-
representation of Borrower Employment Scheme” 
fraud alert about a large number of employment 
fraud schemes occurring in California, where 
housing prices have seen record highs. Similar 
instances are taking place across the country.
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Voices

market benefit when community lenders can 
fairly compete for mortgage business.

Pricing parity is a crucial change in the way 
that Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac do business 
that only occurred as a result of their conser-
vatorship. It is also a feature of Sen. Crapo’s 
housing finance reform outline. Going forward, 
it must be a core component of the modern 
secondary market.

By itself, however, pricing parity will not 
achieve equity for community lenders. Propos-
als for a private multiguarantor model must go 
one step further and include an obligation for 
guarantors to serve all lenders. Absent this obli-
gation, the secondary market of the future may 
devolve into a system where guarantors simply 
“cherry pick” and exclusively do business with 
lenders offering larger volumes of loans.

That result would be detrimental to commu-
nity lenders and borrowers, who are increas-
ingly turning to smaller, community-based 
financial institutions to meet their mortgage 
needs. Ensuring community lenders’ equal 
access to the secondary mortgage market and 
protecting them from discrimination honors 
consumer preference.

Finally, in order to ensure equity for communi-
ty lenders, the modern secondary market must 
preserve the cash commitment window. Small-
er lenders need to be able to deliver a single 
conforming mortgage and receive funding the 
next day. The simplicity of the cash commitment 
window is critical for community lenders who 
are attempting to meet their customers’ needs 
for mortgage credit without operating a full-
scale secondary mortgage market operation. 
Access to a simplified program allows commu-
nity lenders to lend to consumers and manage 
the risk on their books without delving into the 
complexity of the securitization process.

Each of these features — pricing and term 
parity, an obligation to serve all lenders and the 
simplicity of a cash commitment window — are 
crucial components of any secondary market 
housing finance reform proposal that honestly 
seeks to ensure community lenders can compete 
and offer consumers an alternative to big banks 
and huge mortgage finance companies. Given 
the increasing market share that credit unions 
have gained in the primary mortgage market 
over the years, it is clear that our member-own-
ers want to be able to count on their community 
lender when it comes to buying a home.

Ryan Donovan is chief advocacy officer at the Credit 
Union National Association.

Don’t leave community lenders 
behind on GSE reform

By Ryan Donovan

As debate over the future of the mortgage finance system heats up, 
policymakers must ensure that small banks and credit unions maintain 
equitable access to the secondary market.

Once again, housing finance reform appears 
to be on Washington’s radar. 

With comments by Treasury Secretary Steven 
Mnuchin, the release of a legislative outline by 
Senate Banking Committee Chair Sen. Mike 
Crapo, R-Idaho, and Mark Calabria recently 
sworn in to oversee the Federal Housing Finance 
Agency, the momentum is shifting toward 
action. Yet, as important as it is to act, it’s even 
more important to get it right. And for Main 
Street America, getting it right should mean one 
thing: Community lenders must be at the core of 
the future secondary mortgage market.

The facts are straightforward. Consumers 
want and need responsible, affordable mort-
gage credit. Historically, it has been community 
lenders — credit unions and community banks 
— that have provided access to mortgage credit 
minus predatory features and without having to 

first be prompted by their regulators to do so. 
The ability to offer mortgage products is highly 
dependent on the liquidity that the secondary 
mortgage market provides. So, it is critical that 
any serious housing finance proposal start with 
the proposition that the future system should 
function well for lenders of all shapes and sizes.

That means the future secondary mortgage 
market must be equitable. Acceptable reform 
proposals must prevent community lenders 
from being priced out of the secondary market 
through giveaways to big banks and huge 
mortgage finance companies in the form of 
volume pricing discounts, exceptions from 
complying with certain terms, and other forms 
of preferential treatment. All lenders should 
feel confident that they can access the second-
ary market on a level playing field with every-
one else. Ultimately, both consumers and the 
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California

Covina
LERETA LLC, a provider of real 

estate tax and flood services for 
mortgage servicers nationwide, has 
selected Jory Beech as senior tax oper-
ations manager.

She is a 20-year mortgage industry 
veteran in mortgage servicing with a 
focus on real estate tax and escrow.

Most recently, Beech was the senior 
leader of product cycle management 
at CoreLogic. She began her career 
in operations at First American Real 
Estate Tax Service in 1999.

Connecticut
Meriden

Planet Home Lending has hired 
Jennifer Folk as senior vice president 
of national operations and opera-
tions support.

Before joining Planet Home Lend-
ing, Folk was the senior vice presi-
dent of strategic planning at Eagle 
Home Mortgage.

She also spent more than four years 
in operations at Stearns Lending 
where she was the business lead for 
various technology initiatives for retail, 
wholesale and all joint ventures.

Folk started her mortgage opera-
tions career in 2002 at Nationwide 
Lending and has worked at MetLife 
Home Loans and CMG Financial in 
operations as well.

Maryland
Baltimore

M&T Bank has named Michael 
Berman as president and CEO of M&T 
Realty Capital Corp., the company’s 
wholly owned nationwide commercial 
mortgage banking subsidiary.

Berman is responsible for managing 
the operations of M&T Realty Capital 
Corp., which is a direct multifamily and 
seniors housing lender for Fannie Mae 
DUS, Freddie Mac and FHA/HUD MAP 
and LEAN programs.

Tari Flannery, current president and 
CEO of M&T RCC, is retiring after 28 
years with the bank and serving al-
most two decades in her current role.

During her tenure with M&T, Flan-
nery served as a member of both 
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac adviso-
ry committees.

From 2012 to early 2014, Berman 
served as senior advisor to HUD 
Secretary Shaun Donovan, serving as 
his liaison to the White House and 
Congress on GSE reform and other 
housing issues.

Berman was the co-founder, 
president and CEO of CW Capital, a 
national multifamily and commercial 
real estate lender. He was also the 
chairman of the Mortgage Bankers 
Association in 2010-11.

Minnesota
Minneapolis

Bradley Williams has joined Dors-
ey & Whitney LLP‘s real estate and 
land use practice group as a partner 
in Minneapolis.

His practice focuses on a broad 
range of transactional, litigation and 
other matters involving real estate, 
construction, financings, mergers, 
receivership, foreclosure, bankruptcy, 

tenant-in-common disputes, com-
mercial mortgage-backed securities, 
fraud, unfair trade practices, arbitra-
tion and mediation.

Williams joins Dorsey from Best & 
Flanagan LLP where he was a partner 
in that firm’s commercial real estate, 
transactions and litigation practice.

Texas
Addison

Mid America Mortgage Inc. has hired 
Kerry Webb as executive managing 
director of business development.

Prior to joining Mid America, 
he co-founded and served as 
executive vice president of Acopia 
Capital Group, where he oversaw 
the day-to-day operations of the 
secondary marketing, wholesale, 
nondelegated correspondent, closing 
and post-closing, quality control and 
compliance departments.

Webb has been in the mortgage 
industry for more than 20 years, 
also having founded Coastal City 
Mortgage and worked at Bear Stearns, 

both located in Charleston, S.C. NMN
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Screenshots

It’s home buying season. Here’s where 
purchasing power is highest

Spending power
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From the middle of the country to the Pacific Northwest, here’s a look at 
cities where consumers wield the most purchasing power for the upcoming 
home buying season.

The January 2019 data from the First American Real House Price Index 
is ranked by smallest year-over-year changes in RHPI for cities where the 
current value is less than 100 (an RHPI reading of 100 is equal to housing 
conditions in January 2000).

No. 1
Seattle, Wash.
Year-over-year RHPI: 0.72%
RHPI: 90.04
Median sale price: $445,530

No. 2
Portland, Ore. 
Year-over-year RHPI: 4.06
RHPI: 96.9
Median sale price: $358,750

No. 6
Cleveland, Ohio
Year-over-year RHPI: 6.97%
RHPI: 50.61
Median sale price: $133,563

No. 10
Baltimore, Md. 
Year-over-year RHPI: 7.57%
RHPI: 81.11
Median sale price: $228,750

No. 12
St. Louis, Mo.
Year-over-year RHPI: 8.27%
RHPI: 67.79
Median sale price: $156,947

No. 5
Chicago, Ill.
Year-over-year RHPI: 5.82%
RHPI: 66.23
Median sale price: $208,952

No. 9
Washington, D.C.
Year-over-year RHPI: 7.41%
RHPI: 89.21
Median sale price: $366,726

No. 11
Memphis, Tenn.
Year-over-year RHPI: 8.19%
RHPI: 55.96
Median sale price: $129,580

No. 4
Hartford, Conn.
Year-over-year RHPI: 4.63%
RHPI: 75.13
Median sale price: $207,456

No. 8
Boston, Mass.
Year-over-year RHPI: 7.4%
RHPI: 86.59
Median sale price: $437,724

No. 3
San Diego, Calif.
Year-over-year RHPI: 4.49%
RHPI: 95.57
Median sale price: $535,375

No. 7
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Year-over-year RHPI: 7.21%
RHPI: 69.05
Median sale price: $146,625
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